We learn language from our social environment, but the more sources we have, the less informative each source is, and therefore, the less weight we ascribe its input. According to this principle, people with larger social networks should give less weight to new incoming information, and should therefore be less susceptible to the influence of new speakers. This paper tests this prediction, and shows that speakers with smaller social networks indeed have more malleable linguistic representations. In particular, they are more likely to adjust their lexical boundary following exposure to a new speaker. Experiment 2 uses computational simulations to test whether this greater malleability could lead people with smaller social networks to be important for the propagation of linguistic change despite the fact that they interact with fewer people. The results indicate that when innovators were connected with people with smaller rather than larger social networks, the population exhibited greater and faster diffusion. Together these experiments show that the properties of people's social networks can influence individuals' learning and use as well as linguistic phenomena at the community level.
Introduction
Imagine that you are trying to come up with a name for your band, and you are debating between Karaoke Dentist and Popcorn Logic.
1 If you were to ask one of your friends which name they prefer and they responded Karaoke Dentist, this might tilt you towards choosing this name. In contrast, if you were to ask twenty-one of your friends, and ten of them were to prefer Popcorn Logic and eleven, including that friend, had preferred Karaoke Dentist, this friend's preference of Karaoke Dentist is likely to not influence you that much. In other words, there is an inverse relationship between how many sources one has and how informative each source is. This relationship between sample size and informativity is a general principle and likely extends to linguistic information as well. Therefore, people who are exposed to linguistic input from many sources should be less susceptible to the influence of new incoming linguistic input compared with people who only interact with few people. Throughout this paper, the number of people someone regularly interacts with would be referred to as the person's social network size, and similarly, people who interact with many people regularly would be referred to as people with large social networks. The hypothesis that this paper tests then is that the larger people's social network, the less they would be influenced by exposure to a new speaker. Such an argument has implications not only for our understanding of how people learn and update their knowledge, but also for language change, as it suggests that the spread of linguistic change might depend more on people with smaller rather than larger social networks. Study 1 test whether people's social network size influences the degree to which they are susceptible to the influence of a new speaker, and Study 2 describes simulations that test whether such differences in malleability could lead people with smaller social networks to be important for the propagation of linguistic change.
Communication accommodation
When people interact, their language tends to align across all linguistic levels (e.g., Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 1991) . For example, it has been found that during interaction people accommodate their pitch, speech rate, frequency and duration of pauses, standardness of speech, lexical choices, grammatical choices, and even nonverbal mannerisms, to those of their interlocutor (Branigan, Pickering, & Cleland, 2000; Brennan & Clark, 1996; Chartrand & Bargh, 1999; Coupland, 1980; Gregory & Webster, 1996; Jaffe & Feldstein, 1970; Street, 1982; Thakerar et al., 1982) . In fact, even though social factors seem to modulate some of these effects (e.g., Babel, 2012; Giles et al., 1991;  
